Dr. Zoltan Kemeny’s Short Bio
Obtained diplomas in surveying, architectural, civil, structural and seismic engineering, Dr. Kemeny was
teaching--in Spanish and English--building and bridge design for a decade as associate professor at the
Budapest University of Technology and Economics delegated by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
In 1981, years before communism collapsed in Easter European countries, he escaped to Spain, where
he worked as architect and built luxury apartments using his patented experimental structures with
great success. Spain was experimenting with socialism then and kept delaying working permits to
Eastern Europeans. Dr. Kemeny was granted political asylum in the USA in 1983 and ever since lives and
works in the Phoenix metropolitan area in Arizona, where, with security clearances, designed numerous
hotels, bridges, freeways, blast resistant and other specialty structures as private consultant or
employed by small and large international firms. For two years, he was issuing building permits at the
City of Phoenix, AZ.
Dr. Kemeny has 200+ national and international technology patents issued or pending on the field of
seismic, mechanical, structural, civil and earthquake engineering, as well as in medical electronics,
semiconductor, control systems, green energy, engine technology and optics. He developed, prototyped
and licensed over 2/3rd of his patents by himself, some at seven figures fee. He contracted short run
production of seismic isolators for data centers in Shanghai, China and sold to his licensee upon request
in Tokyo, Japan. He funded two partnership enterprises, each operating for seven years, when was sold
for profit, each developing and producing his patented technologies. He owns five small businesses and
partner in two other enterprises, which are exclusively dedicated to his own patented technologies,
listed at ZoltanGroup.com. Dr. Kemeny serves on the board of Eliances (Eliances.com) where he is an
SME (subject matter expert) on values. Dr. Kemeny is acknowledged expert in several field of science,
including structural dynamics, seismic isolation, vehicle and airplane security and economic security.
Long Bio is at: www.ZoltanGroup.Com

